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Jackson Purchase Energy Corp
Selects Milsoft GIS, Field Engineering & OMS
ABILENE, Texas – September 25, 2013 — Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc., Jackson Purchase Energy Corporation in
Kentucky has chosen the Milsoft Geographic Information System (GIS), Field Engineering (FE) and Outage
Management System (OMS).
Jackson Purchase Energy Corp., already a user of Milsoft Engineering Analysis and Milsoft IVR Communications has
expanded to the Milsoft Engineering & Operations System with the addition of Milsoft GIS and OMS. “The Milsoft
GIS will enable us to more conveniently and accurately create, manage and use the circuit model, system maps and
facilities data that we need to plan and operate our system,” said VP of Engineering and Operations Scott Ribble,
“and the Milsoft OMS will help us identify and respond to service outages more quickly and efficiently than ever.”
Milsoft GIS software provides state of the art capabilities for electric utility mapping and asset data management
through powerful yet easy to use software that incorporates a detailed electric network circuit model and is fully
integrated with ESRI GIS tools. Milsoft Field Engineering enables rapid, efficient collection and utilization of data
during field design of system additions and improvements. GIS and FE together provide the data capture,
management and display capabilities that a utility needs to realize the full benefits of using GIS. Milsoft OMS enables
utilities to detect, evaluate and respond to customer service outages more quickly and effectively, especially during
severe system outage events. A detailed electric network connectivity model and logical location prediction enables
speedy, accurate response and restoration and ensures timely and accurate communications with employees,
customers and other stakeholders. Milsoft leads the industry in integration and interoperability of its OMS with its
customers’ other systems and applications.
About Jackson Purchase Energy Corporation
Jackson Purchase Energy Corporation, headquartered in Paducah, Kentucky, serves nearly 30,000 metered
accounts on the north side of the western tip of Kentucky. The consumer owned and governed cooperative
celebrated its 75th year in business last year and continues to be its consumers’ Partner in Power, using both the
most modern technologies and time tested techniques to provide economical, safe, reliable and environmentally
friendly service. Learn more at: www.jpenergy.com.
About Milsoft Utility Solutions, Inc.
The Milsoft team has provided industry leading engineering and operations software and support to electric utilities in
the US and abroad for more than 25 years. Some 1,000 utilities, consultants, universities and others use Milsoft
solutions for planning, analysis and operations. Milsoft’s E&O System integrates Milsoft’s Engineering Analysis,
Outage Management, Geographic Information, Field Engineering and IVR Communications with each other and with
a utility’s other applications and data to enable the most efficient and effective planning, operation and management
of an intelligent grid. Learn more at: www.milsoft.com.
To learn more about our products click here.
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